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No more mess
More cost-effective
Longer, easier cast storage
Faster turn-around time than with plaster
Over 80 labs worldwide are using our AOMS system!
No royalty and fees

That was then

This is now

That was then

This is now

If you’re considering purchasing an automation system, you really need to investigate Sharp
Shape. Our Automated Orthotic Manufacturing System (AOMS) is used in far more labs than any
other system. Sharp Shape scanner offers podiatrists the widest variety of lab options. Of course,
popularity isn’t everything—we also think we have the highest-quality and most cost-effective
scanner and system on the market. By conservative estimate, tens of millions of orthotics have
been produced from these systems during the past 20 years, under ‘no-royalty’ policy. Many labs
have replaced several CNC machines already.

Heavily used CNC mill in AOMS system

Carved orthotic devices

Can you imagine how much AOMS was used? You must have some experience with the PC
keyboard. When you use a keyboard a lot, the top of the keys will become shiny by rubbing and
punching. What happens if you keep using it? The letter on the key will gradually faint away and
the key become blank. What happens if you still keep using it? The plastic key will be worn
through (with a hole on it). Ten years ago, we set up the AOMS system for a large lab. A couple
of years ago, we revisited them on an upgrade, we was amazed by the look of the four arrow keys
being used. They were blanks. The operator told us that they have replaced six keyboards, and
every one of them had holes on the arrow keys. Imagine that! We don’t charge royalties. The
more you use the system, the more you benefit from it. Someone must have the impression that
AOMS is used for large labs. That is a myth. By configuring the system with a low-cost router,
you are able to reduce the cost on the system a lot. As result, AOMS is also suitable for some
podiatrist/pedorthists groups and shoe stores if you have reasonable volume of production. In the
past, a couple of AOMS systems were set up in garages. Please contact us if you are interested.
For more information, please visit our website www.sharpshape.com or email us at sharpshape@comcast.net. – End of file –

